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Aakriti Art Gallery 

"Creative Paradise"

Known for its its uncanny yet strikingly beautiful works of art, Aakriti Art

Gallery is one of the front-runners when it contemporary art. Appealing

works by artists such as Bikash Bhattacharjee, Indra Dugar and Gopal

Ghose grace the space of this gallery, along with works by a number of

young local artists. From canvas paintings to sculptures, this gallery

showcases a various forms of art that perfectly depict the evolving culture

of the nation.

 +91 33 2289 5041  www.aakritiartgallery.com  art.aakriti@gmail.com  12/3 A Hungerford Street,

First Floor, Picasso Bithi,

Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata
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Genesis Art Gallery 

"Contemporary Art by Eminent Personalities"

Genesis Art Gallery has a long tradition of collecting contemporary Indian

art. It was established in the year 1985 and has become one of the most

reliable art galleries in India. The gallery has invited eminent artists from

other art centers to Kolkata. Some of them are Jatin Das, Navjot,

Vasundhra Tiwari, Laxma Goud and Suresh Choudhary. All these years,

this art gallery has showcased numerous collections of major artists such

as Gosto Kumar Suhas Roy, Suruchi Chand and many more. For an art

lover, there can be many ways of looking at Art. Some can see it for the

art’s sake and some as a social statement.

 +91 33 4004 1426  www.genesisartgallery.in/  artgallery.genesis1@gmail.

com

 8B Middleton Street,

Geetanjali Apartments,

Kolkata
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Ahuja Museum for Arts 

"Enormous Art Assortment"

Ahuja Museum for Arts in Kolkata is one of a kind. Privately owned by Mr.

S. D. Ahuja, it displays his personal art collection gathered over the years

from all over the world. His love for art is evident in the paintings and

artwork he proudly exhibits. The museum guarantees a breathtaking

experience for art lovers, collectors and ordinary viewers alike.

 +91 33 4003 4974  www.ahujaptm.com/  art@ahujaptm.com  26 Lee Road, Kolkata

 by Bert Kaufmann   

CIMA 

"Walk with Art"

Since being founded in 1993, CIMA has gone on to become of the most

recognized centers of art and culture. A state-of-the-art gallery CIMA

features a fascinating collection of contemporary art by renowned artists

from across the country. Awe-inspiring canvas painting line the walls,

depicting various aspects of philosophical and conceptual art. CIMA also

organizes a number of exhibitions wherein budding artists are provided a

platform to showcase their talent and interact with established artists.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/76377775@N05/11238096225/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/de/kolkata/732224-aakriti-art-gallery
http://www.flickr.com/photos/pagedooley/7172713553/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/de/kolkata/991034-genesis-art-gallery
http://www.flickr.com/photos/blmurch/2123026782/sizes/o/in/photostream/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0
https://cityseeker.com/de/kolkata/739224-ahuja-museum-for-arts
http://www.flickr.com/photos/22746515@N02/4486949840/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/de/kolkata/732230-cima


 +91 33 2485 8717  www.cimaartindia.com/  cimacal@vsnl.com  43 Ashutosh Chowdhury

Avenue, Sunny Towers, 2nd

Floor, Kolkata
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Chitrakoot Art Gallery 

"Bengali Art Depot"

Tucked away in a quiet corner of bustling Kolkata is the Chitrakoot Art

Gallery. Founded in 1984, this spacious gallery showcases an extensive

assortment of Bengali art - both early and recent. These paintings and

sculptures are works of renowned artists namely Bikash Bhattacharjee,

Jogen Choudhary and Jamini Roy, as well as those of up and coming

professionals. The gallery is a great platform for local retailers and art

aficionados to network, mingle and determine the next addition to their

personal collection.

 +91 33 2461 8812  www.chitrakootonline.co

m/

 info@chitrakootonline.com  Gariahat Road, 2nd Floor,

Number 55, Presidency

Court, Kolkata
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Emami Chisel Art 

"Culture on Canvas"

Emami Chisel Art is home to a numerous collection of fabulous works by

renowned artists from across the country. Focused on traditional Indian

artwork, the walls of this gallery are lined with fascinating portraits

depicting various aspects of Indian culture and traditions. Boasting works

by artists such as Amit Ambalal, Sushanta Mondal and Madhubanti

Chatterjee, this gallery exhibits some of the finest pieces of art in the

country. Regular workshops and exhibitions offer budding artists a

platform to showcase their talent as well as enables interaction between

art enthusiasts and established artists.

 +91 33 40113182  www.emamichisel.com/  contact@emamichisel.com  687 Anandapur E.M. Bypass,

Kolkata
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